


"I want to see a world where atoms come to life," thought 9-year-old Maysa as she built 

molecules with her new chemistry set. It was filled with round, magnetic, colorful balls (the 

atoms) which magically stuck together when they bonded. She read the instruction booklet 

closely, and meticulously constructed water, methane, and carbon dioxide, amongst other 

molecules. That night, Maysa fell asleep with a hydrogen atom gripped tightly in her hand. 
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As she drifted off, the hydrogen atom she was holding came to life, growing arms, legs, and a 
face. Maysa heard a tiny voice. "Hey, I'm Hydro, the hydrogen atom! I am so happy that you are 
enjoying your chemistry set!" Maysa was stunned, unsure of whether-Hydro was real or just her 
imagination. 
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Hydro looked at her gently and said, "It's okay. Whenever humans meet atoms like me, it always 
takes them a few minutes before they can speak properly." Maysa took a deep breath and 
asked, "How did you get here?" 

"I live inside the Periodic Table. I only appear in your world when I see a girl who loves 
chemistry," replied Hydro. 

"Why?" asked Maysa, still stunned. "So many things in your world stand in the way of girls 
becoming chemists," responded Hydro. "My job is to encourage girls like you to stay on the 
chemistry path." 
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Hydro guided her to the chemistry set, and held her hand as they magically walked through the 
cardboard box cover. Maysa looked down at her body and realized that she was now an atom! 
As she looked around her, she saw atoms making molecules. Carbon atoms were bonding to 
form a diamond; hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen atoms were forming crystals; and, silicon and 
oxygen atoms were forming stone. 
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Maysa's eyes suddenly flashed open as she woke up. In the palm of her hand was the hydrogen 
atom, only it now had a smiley face on its surface. Maysa looked down at her body, and 
wondered whether she had been dreaming or whether Hydro was real. Either way, she knew 
she had discovered a chemistry joy that would last forever. 
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